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My fellow soldiers in Christ;
Greetings Sir Knights my thoughts since I recently found, I may be a very distant descen-
dant of the “Wallace Clan” had turned to thoughts of Swords!

Since the Knights Templar’s inception in 1119 CE and its Papal Recognition as a Military 
Order, and its charge to defend the Holy Sites, and the Pilgrims in their travels through-
out the Middle East and beyond. The Templars were known as both Monks and Knights. 
Various weapons were used by the Templars. Sometimes the most powerful weapon 
used in ancient times, was not a weapon at all! “Siege” wars were sometimes won with 
little or no violence, just surround your enemy, and wait for them to run out of provi-
sions! This tactic is still used in more modern warfare! Cut off the supply chain! 

The templars were also known to wear chain mail armor and later came the innovation 
of Plate Armor. The Knight would carry a shield in the offhand! So, his sword would be 
a single hand sword, with a straight, and double-edged blade. Templar swords at times 
became ornate with crosses and other motifs on the blades, pommels, hilts and cross 
guards. These designs would vary according to the Churches represented. Out of the 24 
different types of swords used! Five are most notable, the first is the “Arming sword” 
or the Oakeshott Type X. This type was in use between the 9th and 12th Centuries, this 
sword could be used with one hand on foot or horseback! The arming sword could be 
used to thrust, but was primarily used to cut, slash, or slice! Normally the Hand sword 
was used by Knights who used helmets, shields, and Chain Mail. The blade was between 
31” and 33” long, it was hollowed out with a groove, called a fuller, but some referred 
to it as a blood groove! Its purpose was to lighten the weight and make it easier to 
wield, its weight was between 2-3 pounds.  As Armor became more popular the Arming 
sword gave way to the “Oakeshott Type XII” these swords were narrower but longer! 
But these were still considered a version of the Arming sword! The XII type swords were 
in use in the 13th and 14th centuries. These swords had a sharp point and the fuller was 
shorter giving the tip more weight, which helped to penetrate armor. This sword seems 
to be popular among collectors who often look to classify it as a “Arming Sword”. 

The Long Sword which is sometimes referred to as the “Bastard Sword” was typically 
40”- 48” long, the handle was 10”-15” long, this sword was 5-8 pounds! It was wielded 
with two hands, it could cut or Slice, and could easily cut limbs Off! Or even lop off your 
enemy’s head! Sounds pretty gruesome, as I am sure such a sight would be! Because of 
its length and weight, much training was needed to wield this sword effectively. “Pell” 
training was used for this purpose! A heavier sword was used against wooden posts, to 

build up the upper body, to help a Knight to use this longer, heavier sword! The fight-
ing power of the Long Sword is said to make one Knight almost equal to ten ordinary 
soldiers, who were not wielding the long sword! It gave the Knights a real advantage.

At one period in time a type of fighting using the Long sword was called half-swording! 
Where one hand was used on the handle and the other on the blade! This technique 
would enable more control and a stronger thrust in tight quarters and would make 
the blade sturdier to penetrate armor. I here conclude this discussion of the use of the 
sword by the templars.

I have a quote from our ancient templars of Old!
“Veritas vos liberabit- the truth shall set you free”
I look forward Sir Knights to Grand Masters Day June 8th. And our March up the hill at 
the Masonic Home and Hospital, and our opportunity to honor our Grand Master of 
Masons in Connecticut! Melvin Johnson. 

                                    “Live Templary, Be of Service”
Michael E. Seamon KTCH

Grand Commander

Knight Templar Eye Foundation Donations

I would like to take this opportunity to first thank the Ladies who worked so hard in the 
“Craft Room” at this years Conclave Ginny Nelson, Muff Fowler, Marlene Drost, Corrine 
Stevens, A J Kayser and Christina Paige.  I would also like to thank all who contributed 
to the Craft Room whether by bringing in a basket for the raffle or those who may have 
contributed jewelry to our jewelry table it was greatly appreciated because without 
your continued support we would not have been able to raise the funds we did. We 
where able to raise $1435..00 for the Knight Templar Eye Foundation.  And in addition 
to our Sir Knights once again supported the “Joyce Kluntz Memorial Bakeless Bake Sale” 
with an impressive total of $4050.00.  So between the Craft Room and the Bakeless 
Bake Sale we were able to give $5,485.00 to the Knight Templar Eye Foundation this 
year.  

Again my thanks to all once again.
Lady Lori Cowie
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